SSL CERTIFICATES
SSL is the secure version of Hypertext Transfer Protocol
( or HTTP ) at the beginning of your web address
Data encryption essential component for secured internet transaction. SSL provide authentication to protect confidentiality &
integrity of website communications with browsers.

Pages that use SSL handle
sensitive information, like..
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Shopping Banking
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When browsing on a
http site, your session is
encrypted with a digital
SSL Certificate

ADVANTAGE
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The proven standard for website security. SSL certificates
ensure e-commerce, communications and private
information transmitted between a browser and web
servers remain private and secure
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UC MULTI-DOMAIN
UC Multi-Domain SSL certificates secure multiple domain,
sub-domains or hostnames with a single certificate
Easily secures multi-application or unified communications
environments that require the ability to support many
domains
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WILDCARD
Wildcard SSL certificates secure entire domain with a
single certificate
wildcard certificate offers the ability to specify up to 9
Subject Alternative Name (SANs) for compatibility with
mobile device or application that does not support the
wildcard character (*). The customer can add the
sub-domain to the SAN field within the same domain
name

SECURE
To let users know that a website has an EV
Certificate, browsers show more visual
cues for sites secured with EV Certificates.
EV Certificates include the following
visual benefits:
Green in the address bar
( green bar or issuance name, see above )
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Website owner's company name in the
address bar
https:// at the beginning of the domain
name
Padlock in the address bar
Organization information in the certificate
details
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EXTENDED VALIDATION
MULTI-DOMAIN
(EV MULTI-DOMAIN)
Extended validation provides customers
with the highest degree of assurance, on
the company they are transacting with

